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Future perfect tense 

Grade 5 Verbs Worksheet 
 

Fill in the blanks to complete the 

sentences in the future perfect 

tense. 

 

 

1.  Harry        will have studied    (study) for 12 years when he graduates. 

2.  Our team ____________________________ (finish) our season by September. 

3.  Her sister ____________________________ (do) research before writing her essay. 

4.  The dog ____________________________ (sleep) for 6 hours by the time I got home. 

5.  By Sunday, my parents ____________________________ (paint) the whole house. 

6.  I ____________________________ (clean) everything before my brother wakes up. 

7.  We ____________________________ (learn) a lot by the end of the year. 

8.  The horse ____________________________ (leave) the barn by 

now if the gate was open. 

 

 

Now try on your own: 

 

1.  Form a sentence using the future tense. 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Form a sentence using the future perfect tense. 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Future tense: 
I will go to the store. 

 
Future perfect tense: 

I will have gone to the store. 
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Answers 
 

 

1.  Harry      will have studied    (study) for 12 years when he graduates. 

2.  Our team        will have finished    (finish) our season by September. 

3.  Her sister        will have done   (do) research before writing her essay. 

4.  The dog      will have slept    (sleep) for 6 hours by the time I got home. 

5.  By Sunday, my parents       will have painted    (paint) the whole house. 

6.  I       will have cleaned    (clean) everything before my brother wakes up. 

7.  We       will have learned    (learn) a lot by the end of the year. 

8.  The horse      will have left    (leave) the barn by now if the gate was open. 

 

Now try on your own: 

 

1.  Form a sentence using the future tense. 

Answers will vary. 

 

2. Form a sentence using the future perfect tense. 

Answers will vary. 

 

 


